
 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 
 

 
DISCOUNT VIDEO CENTER, INC. 
                         
          Plaintiff, 
 
        v. 
 
DOES 1 – 29, 
                
          Defendants . 
 

  
 
 
CIVIL ACTION No.: 1:12-cv-10805 
 
RESPONSE TO 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMO. 
(ECF #25) 

 

1. Plaintiff needs subscriber information to proceed. 

The following is in response to memorandum by Doe 22 submitted Friday, August 3, 

2012 (ECF #24). Plaintiff declines to follow Doe 22’s lead — Plaintiff declines the invitation 

to be persnickety. Instead, Plaintiff chooses to stay focused: Plaintiff needs subscriber 

information, while Doe disagrees with that need. Plaintiff’s need is for both a rational and 

legitimate purpose: to figure out the identity of infringers so they may be served. Doe 

disagrees. 

Doe claims the subpoena creates an undue burden upon the Doe and therefore should 

be quashed. Doe is correct in that a subpoena can be quashed if it creates an undue 

burden. See  Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(c)(3)(A)(iv). However, Doe is incorrect in suggesting the 

subpoena creates an undue burden. Plaintiff hopes that this Court sees that there is no 

undue burden, and therefore should not quash the subpoena on those grounds. The 

ultimate determination of burden [ … ]  is subject to the discretion of the Court. See 
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United States v. Concemi, 957 F.2d 942, 949 (1st Cir. 1992).1 

The heart of Doe’s filing is the attached Exhibit, a demand letter sent to a different 

Doe in a different case. Doe  22 claims that since Plaintiff in this case is seeking the 

identity of infringers, yet Plaintiff in the other case names the subscriber on a demand 

letter, that Plaintiff in this case should not be allowed to Doe’s subscriber information.  

Doe believes that since Counsel in this case is the same Counsel in the other case, that 

Doe will receive the same demand letter. Doe assumes that for each subscriber, Counsel 

will do the same thing, name the subscriber every time. This is not only wrong, Doe’s 

reasoning is a good example of an inductive fallacy. 

Doe’s logic depends on the similarity of the sample (the Exhibit) and the population 

(Counsel’s other cases). If the sample is relevantly dissimilar to the population then the 

inductive inference will be unreliable. Doe provides no evidence that the sample is similar 

to the population; Doe provides no evidence that Plaintiff names all subscribers on all 

demand letters. Many times subscribers are named but many times they are not.  

2. Also, Doe speculates that the subscriber in the Exhibit had no plausible 
claims of relief against her.  

Since the Exhibit redacted the person’s name, Plaintiff chooses to follow suit, and 

maintain the privacy of that individual. Also, the letter involves an on-going case, and 

Plaintiff (in that case, hereinafter, “Plaintiff B”) does not want to say too much. But, there 

are reasons why this subscriber was named in that demand letter. Plaintiff B observed this 

IP address infringing on at least a half-dozen movies in a span of about six months.  
                                                

1 Plaintiff believes the Court should see that there is relevance in the information 
sought, there is a necessity in the information sought, the breadth of the request is not 
over-broad, there is particularity with which the information is described, and there is no 
burden in fact imposed; and, Doe may have other remedies down the line, if information is 
used incorrectly. If Court questions any of these factors, Counsel would like and 
appreciate a hearing to discuss these factors. 
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Plaintiff B believes that there is liability upon the subscriber in that action. The choice to 

send this letter to subscriber was intentional, as Plaintiff’s common sense says there are 

plausible claims for relief against that individual.  

3. Doe’s worries are worries based on speculation.  

As mentioned above, Doe assumes that as a subscriber will receive the same demand 

letter. Doe speculates that plaintiff is using the subpoenaed information for a illegitimate 

and irrational purpose: to coerce settlement. But that’s all that Does argument is: 

speculation.   

As an aside, Doe 22 in this case has been observed illegally uploading and 

downloading over 7 motion pictures, over a period of months. Plus, these observations are 

limited to the amount that Plaintiff’s data provider observes. One can only imagine the 

substantial or true amount of piracy the primary infringer actually committed. Finding this 

individual is necessary, as he/she is motivated pirate. More than likely, the Internet 

subscriber would have knowledge of this activity.  

4. Plaintiff is using the tools g iven by our leg islative branch. 

Plaintiff’s work is dying by swarms of little bug bites. Whatever the Court’s suggestion 

might be, please keep in mind that piracy is extremely hurtful. And, Plaintiff has taken the 

path given to copyright-holders by our legislature. 

5. Conclusion 

A gang of 29 pirates looted Plaintiff’s treasure. Plaintiff doesn't know who the pirates 

are, so the only place to start investigating is by using clues the pirates left behind: IP 

addresses.  
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*  *   * 
 

Respectfully submitted on August 7, 2012,  

      FOR THE PLAINTIFF: 

 

 

Marvin Cable, Esq. 
BBO#:  680968 
LAW OFFICES OF MARVIN CABLE 
P.O. Box 1630 
Northampton, MA 01061 
P: +1 (413) 268-6500 
F: +1 (413) 268-6500 
E: law@marvincable.com 

 
 
 

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 
I hereby certify that on August 7, 2012, the foregoing document, filed through the 

ECF system, will be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the 
Notice of Electronic Filing, and paper copies will be served via first-class mail to those 
indicated as non-registered participants.  

  
 
Marvin Cable, Esq. 
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